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1. .[ntror]uction.

Ler X be a finite set. A family ii of subsets of X is said

to be a pirf_e*g! Sevglj.tg (or simply a covering) proviclecl that each pair
of elements of X occurs in a trnique set in the farnily i (a perfect

covering is also called a _f-l-!;1t_e !!"n:: rygre or: a pa1g1i5e !_".L"ry_q{

!_er.gq) . Elements ol X are ca1"led -p-o_L!_t_g, and elernents of B are

called blocks.

In Lll the following problem was introduced. For 2 ( k ! v, k and

v integers, clefine g(u)(r) to be the least integer b such that there

exists a perfect covering of a v-set which possesses b blocks and in
which the largest block has length k. For: k > vl2, g(k)(v) was

determine-d in [. 1 ] ; wc quote the result as

TI'IEOREM 1.1. ff k > v12, tLLen

g(k) (r) = r + (v-r<) (3k-v+-r) /2

(k)
Also, if lt = (v-f)/2 is ocld, rhen 111gave the result for I (v) as

TIIE0RIiM -l .2. If k i.s odrl, then

( t.;
tl (21c+1) = I + k(k+l)/2

For: k cven., ttre bound g iven in 'I'heorern 1 .2. can not be ;rttained
(c1"- l11, Lemmer 5.2). In this pal)er, we prove that, for k even and

k ; 2, then

g(k)(2k+r) = r + k(k+1) lz +fy1l,
dr:noters the usual ceil-i-ng f uncLion.where n
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2. A [,ouer IJourLd.

Def ine

SK(k,v) = I + t.21r-t ;/(v_l)
In [2 ], it is shown rhat

g(k) (r) - [r* (r.,rfl
l,/e now inrprove this bounrl slightly in the case when (v_l)/k = t, where
t is an integerr.

lll'llioRliM 2.1. Supposr: v-1 = kr ancl
tttt: intege:rs and 0 ( w < t. Then

k-l = ut * w, Dhere Lrt, and w

(k) wk 3
o (v) >1+ + (v-1)

Proof. Let t be a covering of a v-set X which contains b blocks
and includes a btock IIO of length k. Let iil be the family formed by
deleting BO and all- poinrs on 80. Let rhe blocks of tl be

\ = t81,...,Bb_l],

and let the length of Bi be ki (l < i < b_1).

The following summations are from I to b_1. Clearly,
It = b - 1,

and Ik. (k.-1) = (v-k) (v-k-t) .

Also, since every point of X\B, occurs (in t) on a block with every point
of BO, we have

Ik, > k(v-k).
].

Actually, it is easy to deduce frou Theorem 1 of [3

;l

where f, tk

blocks of
l-

denotes sunrmation over those blocks of
B (thar is, which are disjolnt to BO).

Now we calculate

(1) I(k.-t) (v-k)(v-k-l) - (2E-l)k(v-k) * .2(r-r)
= (v-k) (v-t-2tk) + r2(b-1)

lc*,
I "-1

I that Xk- =k(v-k)+t 'k,.
dl-'-1
B, which are alsoI
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Since H, ,." constructed from t, we have k subsets P, of disjoint
,\Jblocks in ltl (1 < i s k) such that each point of X\80 occurs in

precisely one block of each P.. (P. is rnade up of those blocks ofJ -- J
which derive from the blocks of B that pass through point j on B

,\t
B I
)

We thus have
0

b is an integer to

j
I.tP

]-

-2

k =v-k
B 1

Now

v-k=kr-(k-1)

= kt - (ut+w)

Hence the remainder, when v - k is divided by t, is equal to w, and so

(2) T
Bic P5

(k I^,

Combination of equations (1) and (2) produces

kw < (v-k) (v-r-2tk) + r2(b-r) ;

this simplifies to

b > 1+ {kw + (v-k) (2r.k-v+I))/t2

Now, substitute 6 = (v-l)/k, and use the fact that
obtain I t

b > r nl k"(v-k) *I "-r
This is our desired result.

,k3l
(;-lP 

I

3

2

cor.t/.Lar,11 1.1. *(2s)(4s+l) :, 2"s2 * s * r -r [li]
[troof. We set v= 4s+1, k =2s; then t =2,w = l, and the result
fo l--lows .

Constntction of the Couerings.

First, we note thar g(2)(S) = 10, since all blocks mu$t have length
llenceforrh, we assume that s > 1, and construct coverings to show that

(2s) 2 Grr-lg (4s+1) -- 2s *s*1*
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There are rwo cases, clepending on the par:ity of s, although
b;ts;ic;rL)-y bottr c.uics ilrc i.clentic;rl.

Case I (s even) " We have 2s poinrs on Il0 and 2s+l other
points. i{e need to t:rke the complete graph K2"*1 on these latter
points and obtain:r complete I.actori-zation of it into 2s factors (one
for erach poinr of BO). Thc normal. l-actorization of K2r*1 produces
2sJ-J" filctors each o[ whiclr is made up of a singleton and var:ious pairs
(rlre easiL)sr w;ry to pro<:eecl is as in II I; put the 2s*1 poi.nt-s on it
c j-rc1e ancl , with e:rcl-r point i, trse the set oll chords perpendicular to
Oi, 0 be.ing the centre of the cir:c1e).

Here, we al1ow ourselves si-ngletons, pairs, ancl triangles. Let the
2s*1 polnts be denoted by 0, L,2, 2s, ancl let the 2s points
.l-, '2, ..., 2s be equa11y spaced around a circle. Let p(i, j) denote
tlie line (i, j) ;rnd a,l-l chorcls paraJ-le1 to (i, j). Let Q(i, j) denote
rwo singlefons i and j situated at opposite ends of a diameter
together with all chords perpenclicular to the cliameter (i,-j) .

We define 2s factors, or classes of blocks, on the 2s*l points
0, 1, ..., 2s.

Irirsr take the s classes of blocks p(i,i+l), where 1 < i < s;
take also the -s classes Q(i,i*s) where I < i S s. Clearly, every
edge fr:om {1,2,...,2s} oc.curs precisely once in these classes. Now,
extend these 2s classes to be classes on {1 ,2r...,2s} by the
following algor:ithm:

(1) if i is ocld, change rhe pair (i, i*l) of p(i, i+1)
to the triangle (0, i, i+l);

(2) if i is even, add the singleton 0 to the set p(i, i+1);
(3) adjoin 0 to rhe singleron i*s of Q(i, i+s) for

I -< i ': s.

Denore rhe sers, wirh 0 adjoined, by p*(i, i+1), Q*(i, i+s) . We

illustrate the procedure for 2s = B, 2s * I = 9, in
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Erorrple 3.1 .
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Clearly, we can now show that *(8)(g*S) = 39 by taking a block At AZ...Ag
and combining each A, with one of the B resolutions of {0,1,...,8}
just cl.lsplayecl .

The method of the illustration works Ln general. We use a long block
AtA2...42. ancl associare eacll Ai with one of the 2s classes p*(i,i+1)
and Q*(i,ils). The covering thus formed contains the following blocks:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

one block of leng,th 2s;

s/2 blocks of lengrh lr formed from the s/2 triangles of
P*(i,i+L), i odd;

3s/2 blocks of length 2;
)

2.s.--s/?. b[ocks of length 3.

2T'he total number of blocks is 2s + lslT * 1, and this can be written as

2 f,ril2s *s*1*

Case 2 (s odd ). We use a procedure similar to Ehat, in Case 1. We create
s classes l,(i, i+1) for I i i < s and s classes Q(i,i+s) for
1 ', i .i s. Tire adjuncrlon of the extra point 0 proceecls as follows.
p*(i,i+l) is formed by using the rriangle (0,i,i*1) when i is odd;
p*(i,i+1) contains a singleton 0 when i is even. As before,
Q*(i,i+s) is formed by replacing the singleEon i+s by the pair (O,i*s),
but there Ls one variation. We do this only for i > 2.

Ttre ser Q(I,1+s) is extended ro Q*(1,1+s) by adjoining a singleton
0; this leaves 3 singlerons in Q*(1,1+s).

We illustrate Ehe procedure for 2s=6, 2s*1=7, in

Exonple 3.2. I
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3
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P*(1,2)

Q*(1,4)
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We thus have a consrrucrion showing that SG) {O*11 = 24 by taking
a block A1A2...A6 and combining each Ai with one of the 6 resolutions
of {0,1,...,6} just displayed.

The method of rhe illustratton works ln general. We use a long
block AtA2. . .O2" and associate each Ai with one of the 2s classes
P*(i,i*1) and Q*(i,i+s). The covering thus forrned contains the following
bl-ocks:

one block of length 2s;
(s+1)/2 blocks of length 4;

3(s+1)/2 blocks of length 2;
)

2s--(s+3)/2 blocks of lengrh 3.

4

The total number of blocks is 2s2 + (3s+1) /Z + l, ancl this can be

written as

2=2 + s * r + GZzl

ConcLusi,on.

In Section 2, we showed (Corollary 2.1) thar
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,(:s;(+:;+.1) > 2r2 * s * r + FZzl .

In Section 3, we g.tve a construction which displayed a covering that
actrieved this lower bound. Hence, we may state our results as

THEORIIM 4.1. 
_rr" 

perfect couer.ing nwnbey, ,(2s)(4s+1) is equal to2s' + s * l. + Gt.il, ft-rr s, l.
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